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*foxmula.com accepts direct registrations in India only.
foxmula.tech (foxmula.com/international) is to facilitate

registrations for students outside India.
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Who we are
Foxmula is an EdTech company, more than just an e-learning platform, addressing
issues of Unemployment, lesser access to industry-oriented learning, stress around
career building, and learning breakdowns with a communitydriven ecosystem. Along
with life-long networking in the community, Foxmula categorizes its user involvement in
2 ways - Profile building programs and guaranteed job program.
 
Profile building programs, as of now, include high in demand domains like Deep
Learning, Data Science, node.js, Machine Learning and many more. All these programs
have three basic pillars of Training, Certification, and work
program, FoxmulaX, focuses beyond developing just a job-ready profile for the user and
guarantees a Job post a 3 months Bootcamp. 
 
We don't look for a one-time involvement with our users but make them feel at home
while they take their time to explore, learn and build a career. We then look forward to a
life-long involvement from them for up-skilling (job upgrades), community networking,
and being mentors to the fellow Foxes. With Foxmula Student Chapters in colleges,
Online Community, our growing offline centres in different locations and
products/software in line, we aim to be a fun ecosystem, even for those who are not yet
comfortable with technology and e-learning. Or who can't access them.
 
All this in order to change the way world perceives education, learning, and workforce by
ensuring the feeling of fulfillment, belongingness, and security towards education and
career among our users. And you will be joining  the team to spread awareness,
meanwhile benefiting yourself with the skills and recognition letters for communication,
networking and marketing along with financial allowances.



Instead of blindly committing time and money for a long period to learn a skill
professionally, which is 'high in demand', one should try taking a taste of it with industry-
oriented training (skills), global certifications (Recognition) like Microsoft Technology
Associate and internship (Exposure). After these three phases in the chosen domain of
interest/curiosity, which takes on an average 2-3 months in a self-paced manner, one
would be able to decide if he/she wants to continue in it further for a career, based on
his/her understanding.
If not, why force it. There are a lot of cutting edge domains to look up for a career, where
one's talent can flourish naturally and efficiently.
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Why profile building?
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How it works
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Available programs 

*student just have to pay first $20 to start the
program, remaining amount can be paid next month.



foxmula.com accepts direct registrations in India only. foxmula.tech is to felicitate
registrations from other countries

On foxmula.tech, to register for the chosen program, students need to pay first $20
and the program will start. Remaining amount is to be paid next month.

While registering, students can use Ambassador code (if any), to Avail $10 OFF on
the remaining fees which is to be paid next month.

STEP 1: Go to foxmula.com and create an account (Signup) in Foxmula-Y
STEP 2: Go to foxmula.tech, select a program and proceed to register
STEP 3: Use same email on payment page, as used to create account on Foxmula-Y
STEP 4: After successful payment of $20, go to foxmula.com, login to Foxmula-Y and
then go to Dashboard. Your program will start reflecting in 1-2 working hours.

 

 

 

 
 
 
For immediate assistance, if required, Drop a message 
| Program Manager:         +91-9799903344
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Payment Options
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Sample Certifications
and letters


